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The Dinamica Tai Chi Chuan and Association Arts A.S.D. was born from the union of people who are willing to
activate and share their potential through the arts and psychophysical disciplines, speciﬁcally the Tai Chi Chuan.
Alongside Tai Chi Chuan, it proposes other arts and activities: meditation techniques, breathing and Qi Gong,
Taoist Yoga (Tao Yin). The association is aﬃliated to the International Yang Family Tai Chi Chuan Association
(IYFTCCA ©). Its aim is to promote Tai Chi Chuan and to oﬀer the opportunity to learn and practice the traditional
Tai Chi Chuan following the method and teachings of Master Yang Jun, the current 5th generation lineage holder
from the creator of the Yang style Tai Chi Chuan.
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Dear readers, members, friends, practitioners,
in this issue of “Dinamica” - La Rivista (The Magazine) we still want to stimulate a wider view
of things - a gaze that can observe from several points of view - keeping our attention in the
direction of what unites and not what divides.
In the article written by Roberto Seghetti the intangible, breath, becomes nourishment. It feeds
our cells, it puts at rest our mind, moving us away from the pollution of our thoughts, leads us
peacefully back to the center; finally it brings us closer to Dao.
After last year meeting organized by our Association with Severino Roque, we keep on working
in clarifying the interpretation of some central themes of the Buddhist philosophy, which have
raised many questions in our minds. Fausta Romano, Tai Chi Chuan practitioner and member
of our Association, interviewed Master Roque. Our deep and heartfelt thanks go to both of them,
to Master Roque for his availability and to Fausta, with whom we decided to give continuity to
the Seminar in answering to your questions.
In the column “De Rerum Natura” Alberta Tommasini, with her witty style that does not deprive
the contents of their scientific value, talks about the Circadian cycles, the Metabolism and the
Physical Activity. I would say: the right thing at the right moment!
This time the Review column deals with the stories of the Warriors of the Rising Sun: from the
Exhibition held a few months ago in Turin. Photos, paintings, prints and weapons reveal and tell
stories of women fighters, expert in the use of cold weapons, brave and loyal, Samurai women,
masters in Martial Arts, Calligraphy and Literary Arts.
As far as readings are concerned, we propose Rhythm and Resonances, Form and Vibration,
Matter and Sound, Music and Cells: these are the themes suggested by our associate and Tai
Chi Chuan practitioner Paola Corsaro and Rosario Ruggiero, musician.
During these days, of which I hope we will all talk about a lot in the future, you can profit of your
time also to read, in order to bring your stories as evidence of how we can find a positive side
in every cirmcumstance.
We will meet again, to practice and grow together, enriched and wiser.
See you soon,
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Points of view
By Anna Siniscalco

Whenever I start the new courses of Tai Chi Chuan for beginners, the interested people generally
say that they wish to try for more than one reason: they can be particularly fascinated by Oriental
disciplines, which are considered healthy for the human beings, or they do not like to work out
at the gyms or they have been advised by an osteopath, by a physiatrist or even by their
psychoanalyst if not actually by a neighbour. I prefer stopping here, the list would be too long!
Nowadays Tai Chi Chuan is increasingly known and recognized by the world of science as a useful
and functional exercise for health and psychophysical well-being. But it’s not just that. Tai Chi
Chuan is a Martial Art, is understanding philosophy, relationship, energy and much more.
Let’s try an exercise together: let’s change our point of view, starting with the definition of Martial
Art. When talking about a Martial Art, we immediately think of fighting and maybe we also
remember some pictures of Bruce Lee’s movies. In observing the shapes and movements when
practicing the Form under the supervision of a qualified teacher able to reveal to us their
function for self-defense purposes, it is obvious that we define Tai Chi Chuan as a Martial Art,
even though we remain on an imaginary plane. Achieving the martial aspect of Tai Chi Chuan is
however the result of a long and constant practice. Therefore, if a practitioner’s goal is also
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martial, he has to learn how to stand and coordinate movements not only with the purpose to
practice the Form, but also to release the Energy.
A practitioner who also aims at the Martial Aspect of Tai Chi Chuan should additionally look at
this aspect from the point of view of the Energy and its meaning. Energy is everything and in Tai
Chi Chuan Energy is Yin Yang, which are not two opposite forces: each of them is part and
expression of the same Unity. If I state that Yin Yang coexist in an inseparable relationship
constantly changing, is the concept clear? Really?
I believe that these concepts, which are not new to many of you - and do not claim to be - can
be easily accepted and shared, but with the risk of remaining on an intellectual level, under the
illusion that you understood.
General experience teaches that the approach to the comprehension of Energy requires getting
rid of the mental categories of ordinary thought: you have to stop splitting, dividing and
contrasting and you have to widen your gaze.
It is impossible to understand which is unitary when using a mind accustomed to separate. The
notions, the frenetic loading of information are not enough. To understand Energy you need to
be sensitive and careful, in other words you have to change yourselves. The comprehension
will come with the practice: at this
point you will encountered the martial
aspect of Tai Chi Chuan and you will
be able to release explosive Energy.
Train yourselves to change your point
of views
These considerations remind me of
the Solar System as we know it today:
well, our civilization had to wait for
Galileo to start changing its points of
view....
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The noble Truths
and the Eighth Path
to free yourself from desire
A dialogue between Fausta romano, Psychotherapist and tai Chi Chuan
practitioner, Anna siniscalco President of dinamica tai Chi Chuan Association Asd
and of dinamica la rivista, and Master roque severino (Part two)

FR: How can we free ourselves from desire, in the sense of greed and possessiveness according to
Buddhist canons?
RS: One must undertake the Noble Eightfold Path, that is the Noble Fourth Truth. Even in this
case, however, before talking about it I think an introduction is necessary. According to the
German philosopher Martin Heidegger, whose thoughts still influence western life today, man
is the only being in this world capable of asking himself a question: Who is man? Who is the
being in this world? In other words, who am I, where do I come from, and what do I do on earth?
In becoming aware of himself and his being in the world, man - says Heidegger - will have the
ability to choose at every moment what he wants to be, that is, he can put into practice all his
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efforts in favor of a certain goal.
Hence the eternal question: What
will you be when you grow up?
That is, to be someone who has
meaning in this life, we must have
something that defines us, a
profession, or an ideal of life. But,
although we can choose what we
want to be, we will be limited by
two factors: being born in this
world and the specific period in
which we were born.
In essence, for Heidegger, the only
possible way to be someone in
this world is to transform one’s
existence according to a life
project. One’s own project will
make one’s existence become
authentic. Otherwise, if we give up
the possibility of choice, allowing
the other person to decide for us,
our existence will not be authentic, it will be false: the non-authentic being is transformed into
the mass and loses himself in the multitude. But, if we want to dedicate ourselves to knowing
who we are, that is, to transform ourselves into an “Authentic Being”, we will have to face a third
factor, the consciousness of our own death.
For this reason, Heidegger wonders: How can we face life if we are made for death? The fact
that we are aware of our own death and, at the same time, notice that we possess all the infinite
possibilities generates a dichotomy (Buddhism speaks of it as the beginning of neurosis, that is,
the notion of the ego and the other).
This dichotomy generates, in turn, intimately, an element that will control one’s life in a global
way: a deep anguish or, as they say in Christian mysticism, a deep sense of upset, and this feeling
will be what will determine one’s attitude towards life itself (that is: one becomes a winner or a
loser).
Heidegger states that the acceptance of our condition as finite beings is preparatory to the
conduct of an authentic existence.
However, 2500 years before Heidegger, Siddhartha Gautama shared the same thought when
faced with existential problems. When Siddhartha is confronted with old age, sickness and death
(a condition proper to human life and to any living being), he proposes to defeat this condition,
which resembles a curse, while the German philosopher proposes its acceptance as if it were a
cruel destiny: after accepting it, the only thing that can bring dignity to one’s life is the realization
of a work, in society, that will justify one’s existence. Otherwise, Buddha proposes to identify the
root of suffering, not to justify one’s existence but to free oneself from suffering itself.
In the West, the choice of career, of a personal realization, will be the engine that justifies one’s
existence but, when one arrives at this realization, the psychological experience of the end
comes, which translates into the sensation of having often fought all one’s life for nothing. This
thought, which many times is not rationalized, turns into a feeling of anguish, of emptiness.
Buddha proposes, instead, to be aware of our own motivation, putting as a starting point the
knowledge of the root of human suffering, so that we can generate in ourselves sufficient
altruistic motivation that will leads us to procrastinate our realization in favor of the well-being
of humanity (offered to his disciples and all his followers as the ideal of bodhisattva). That is, no
matter where you are, no matter what your profession, what matters is to feel useful, where you
are.
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FR: So what does Siddhartha Gautama’s thought propose to address the dramatic dichotomy existing
in the human mind between the awareness of one’s own unlimited potential and the awareness of
one’s finiteness and mortality?
RS: For Buddha this would be the mother of all dichotomies, the notion of me and the other
from me, which, if deep, is insuperable, and instead of generating thought, generates suffering
and neurosis. So, without prejudice to this perception of the human dilemma, where does
Buddha’s teaching begin? From the indisputable affirmation that “suffering exists”. It was very
direct and surgical, since, after all, he belonged to a warrior caste and had experienced
destruction, pain, revenge, theft, in short, everything that we read in the newspapers today or
that we already had first-hand experience of. At no time did he say he wanted to create a religion.
He dedicated himself to direct observation, like a doctor who observes the patient’s illness, in
order to find the cause of the illness and the corresponding remedy. That is why at Benares [in
Sarnath, at the gates of today’s
Varanasi, India] he enunciated the
Four Noble Truths.
The First Noble Truth is that
suffering exists and no one can
deny it. But how does it express
itself? Through three factors: birth,
aging, death.
We are all born crying. A cry that
can be heard all over the world. A
cry that continues until the death
of the individual. Sometimes it’s a
weeping sound, sometimes it
burns internally. This crying is a cry
that requires food, clothing,
medicine, money, vehicles, roads,
houses, fame and many other
problems. All of us have this
internal moaning at all times.
Aging and death: it is not the apparent aspect of aging that is painful, it is the growth process
itself that is painful. When we think about it, the pain comes over. Why? Because growth takes
us in one direction and we begin to anticipate what will fatally happen [the burial]: I will die. This
thought is deeply disturbing. If there was something to prevent death, we would do it. People
spend enormous fortunes to prevent growth and death, not only with plastic surgery, botox
applications, miracle medicines, but also with many other things.
Suffering exists everywhere. It’s frightening to think about it Buddha speaks the truth, and when
we listen to this truth, any philosophy, religion, all our business, all our beliefs, suddenly lose
value. That is why I often discourage people from taking partisan positions, which will increase
their pain and make them lose precious life time. By observing human madness, Buddha gives
us an opportunity, makes us think of something too obvious, and helps us face the most
fundamental truth of humanity. You will die! I will die.
When Westerners encountered Buddhism, they accused it of atheism and negativity; in fact,
Buddha never denied spirituality and the idea of God, he simply refused to talk about it. After
waking you up and confronting the most fundamental reality, saying “suffering exists”, Buddha
tells you that if it “exists” it must have a “cause”, so he proposes to push you to know the cause
of what makes you suffer.
FR: In my clinical experience most people ask for my help because they did not succeeded and they
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are not able to emerge from a condition that is typical of childhood and that at that time of life had
a meaning: the urge to possess, to console the anguish of lost security through the push towards the
conquest and possession of the territory (phylogenetic necessity, oriented to survival). That is, they
are unable to let go, to accept the limit and finiteness of themselves and the world, and to address the
question of their own being what they are (ontogenetic phase). How can one face this kind of suffering
of the human being with Buddha ?
RS: This is the reason why Buddha speaks to you about the Second Noble Truth about the cause
of suffering. This cause is divided into three factors. The first is the thirst for the senses. When
Buddha speaks to us about the thirst for the senses he speaks about desire; people do not like
to talk about desire, because desire also brings satisfaction and makes us live beautiful moments
in life. Essentially, desire is the force that moves humanity and at the same time generates greed:
when you get what you want, you become petty and want to protect what you possess. Buddha
says: “The anxiety of experiencing forms, sounds, aromas, flavors, physical contact and ideas:
these are pleasant things and give pleasure to men”. To think and reflect on forms, sounds,
aromas, flavors, physical contact and ideas becomes pleasant and gives pleasure to men”. “So,
brothers, when the being comes into contact and experiences or contemplates a form with the
sight, hears a sound, perceives an aroma, feels a taste, feels a physical contact, experiences an
idea with the mind. If these experiences, brothers, are pleasant, then they awaken the feeling of
pleasant and the attachment to pleasant; if they are unpleasant, they awaken rejection”. “Driven,
in reality, by sensual desire, only by this vain desire, kings make war on other kings, princes on
princes, priests on priests, citizens on citizens, mother on son, son on father, brothers on each
other, friends become enemies. “All these sufferings, brothers, have as their cause only the
desire of the senses”. “Moreover, brothers, because of this desire, people violate contracts, steal
the property of others, steal, betray, seduce married
women, take bad roads with words, thoughts and
deeds that will accompany them until after death,
falling into states of existence increasingly
characterized by unspeakable suffering”. “Now, no
matter what sentiment is revealed, good, bad or
neutral, it is always approved and the man, always,
immediately attaches himself to it”. [From this
attachment comes obsession, and from obsession
comes madness]. “The act of attachment is the act
of binding oneself to existence, binding oneself to
existence is the cause of future birth; in future
rebirth again we shall find at the origin of decay and
death, pain, lament, pain, sadness, suffering. Thus
all the great mass of suffering is born”. For this
reason, we encounter the second thirst: the thirst
for Individual Existence, rebirth. Then arises the
need to repeat what causes us satisfaction, one and
another time, we repeat to ourselves (if there is
another life, I want to be born again in a richer
family, have a more desirable body, eat first quality
food, not having to work to live), but here are
hidden several traps: these desires do not
materialize immediately, rebirth here is to be
understood as eternal repetition, in Sanskrit
samsara. In other words, desire is always present, it
forces us to repeat it constantly, but satisfaction is
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not permanent: at every experience it ends and the emptiness that results is enormous, anguish,
which is what the person feels when he experiences it, leads back to depression, which, indeed,
is the evil of our time. Why does depression arise? Because the search for satisfaction of the
senses is not successful. So the third thirst or the desire for self-annihilation takes place: not
having the possibility of satisfying all our desires, there remains one, the last one, which is the
desire to die, to abandon life in search of a “better life”. But how can it be better if we are already
totally contaminated by all these neuroses?
So, Buddha continued his search and asked himself: since desire is the cause of all our suffering,
how do we free ourselves from it? Here the Third Noble Truth is configured. It is the complete
extinction of desire, it is the rejection of desire, it is the liberation from it.
But how do we do this? By reflecting deeply on one’s misfortunes. By reflecting deeply on the
misfortunes of others. By reflecting deeply on one’s own misfortunes and the misfortunes of
others.
FR: It is not an easy path. And if I’m not mistaken, this is where nirvana comes into play...
RS: Buddha talks about how to free ourselves from the desire that is the cause of our suffering.
For this reason, he therefore mentions the path to nirvana, which is, in short, the liberation from
all suffering. That is, the Fourth Noble Truth of the path that leads to the extinction of suffering,
also known as the Eightfold Noble Path or the Eight Factors of Illumination: Correct
Understanding - Correct Intention or Correct Thought - Correct Word - Correct Attention - Correct
Living - Correct Effort - Correct Application - Correct [Samadhi] Meditation.
First factor. Buddha says: “What, then, brothers, is correct Understanding? When the disciple
understands evil, they understand the root of evil, they understand good and the root of good:
this, brothers , is correct understanding.” “What is evil, brothers? Three actions carried out with
the body: Killing - Stealing - Having dishonest sex.Four actions carried out with the word: Lying
- Slander - Letting go of anger - Talking without meaning. And three types of thoughts: Desiring
the things of others - Giving wrong or misleading opinions - Inducing bad thoughts. All these
factors represent evil. And what is the root of the evil? Greed, anger and illusion are the root of
evil. And what is the root of Good? It is to be free from anger, greed and illusion. This is the root
of good. Moreover, brothers, when the disciple understands suffering, the cause of suffering,
and the way to the end of suffering, this, brothers, is the correct understanding. When the
disciple observes that form, perception, feeling, tendencies and consciousness are transitory
things, in that case he possesses the correct Understanding”.
Second factor. Buddha says: “What, then, brothers, is the correct Intention? The thought free
from sensuality; the thought free
from evil will, or will directed to what
is evil; the thought free from
cruelty”.
Third factor. Buddha says: “What,
then, brothers, is the correct Word?
The man, brothers, has defeated the
lie, he has defeated the falsehood.
He tells the truth, he is devoted to
the truth, he is trustworthy, he does
not deceive people...Thus, never lie
in conscience, not even for the sake
of your own advantage, or for the
advantage of others, for any reason.
It has defeated gossip, slander, it
does not offend. What he hears
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here, he does not repeat elsewhere, so as not to cause misunderstanding or quarrel. He
becomes an element of reconciliation, he rejoices in concord, he spreads concord with his words.
He has renounced irate language, he uses words that are delicate to the ear, words that awaken
love in people’s hearts, kind words, words that make many people happy, words that elevate to
many. He has defeated vain talk, he speaks at the right time, according to the facts, he speaks
properly... What he says is considered precious, it does not contradict what he thinks”.
Fourth factor. Buddha says: “What, then, brothers, is correct Action?” “Brothers, this man has
renounced killing, in any way, either with his bare hands or with weapons. He is a compassionate
man, full of sympathy, loves goodness and has mercy on all living things”.“He has renounced
theft and robbery, he takes only what is offered to him, he keeps what has been given to him in
custody, in short he avoids taking anything that does not belong to him”.”He has renounced any
form of dishonest sexual intercourse, does not seduce married women, does not have sexual
intercourse near the homes of holy men or disciples in meditation, nor near or in places
considered sacred. He does not have sex with prostitutes or children. This, brothers, is what we
call correct action.”
Fifth factor. Buddha says: “What, then, brothers, is correct Living? The correct way of life is to
abstain from the five harmful types of trade: weapons, living beings, meat, alcoholic beverages
and drugs or poisons. And furthermore, the correct way of life includes honesty in the work that
is being done and obtaining one’s livelihood as honestly as possible”.
Sixth factor. Buddha says: “What, then, brothers, is the Right Effort? Brothers, there are four
great efforts: that of avoiding:[...] everything is done to keep the mind constantly attentive, so
that wrong thoughts, words and acts do not take place; that of winning: it means being attentive
and conceiving within oneself the will to overcome evil; that of developing: constantly, one’s
mind is oriented to develop positive thoughts of love and harmony. A state of constant attention
is developed, to avoid or cancel mental states that are not conducive to compassion, friendliness
and love for one’s neighbour; that of maintaining: always remaining alert, suppressing negative
mental states and developing positive mental states, one constantly tries to keep the mind in
harmony with the environment and with all beings, in order to help the development of the calm
mind”.
With the seventh factor Buddha presents the Four Basics of Full Attention.”What, then, brothers,
is the correct Application? The disciple, brothers, lives in contemplation of the body, sensations,
mind and internal phenomena [these are the Four Foundations of Full Attention] tirelessly,
clearly conscious, with the senses present, and having overcome the desires of this world.
Thanks to the correct application of the four foundations [just mentioned, corresponding to the
Four Great Efforts] he achieves purity, he wins the pain, the lament, he arrives at the end of
suffering and pain, at nirvana”. The Four Foundations of Full Attention (contemplation of the
body, sensations, mind, internal phenomena) are part of this seventh factor, which corresponds
to Correct Application: but also all the other factors, such as Correct Understanding, Correct
Thought, Correct Effort and the three factors of Correct Virtue. Each of these factors is necessary
to achieve the goal of full attention. Buddha said that if someone developed all the fundamentals
in the way described, for only seven days, this person would arrive at Full Enlightenment, or
state of no return.
Eighth factor. Buddha said: “What, then, brothers, is correct Samadhi? “Fix your mind on one
point, that is Samadhi. The Four Basics of Application, or full attention, these are the objects of
Samadhi. The Four Great Efforts are the necessary means for Samadhi. To practice, cultivate
and develop these elements means to develop Samadhi”.
Continue in the next issue
* The full version of the dialogue can be read at www.unoebino.it
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The way of the breath
By Roberto Seghetti

“In ancient times, the perfect man did not dream in his sleep; he did not have worries when he
woke up; he did not take very tasty meals. He used to breathe deeply, and his breath arose from
his heels; by contrast, the ordinary man’s breath only comes from the throat. Whoever is
enslaved by his own passions, erupts his words, as if he were vomiting. Whoever drowns in the
depths of appetites and lust, does not have but superficial gifts” Zhuang-zi (Chuang Tzu)*.
Philosopher Chuang Tzu (Pinyin transcription: Zhuang-zi, IV century b.C.) is one of the major
thinkers of Taoism, with Lao Tzu (Pinyin transcription: Laozi, IV century b.C.). In this passage, he
refers to the diaphragmatic breath, a technique typical of martial arts and different forms of
meditation, and healthy movement: a form that allows at the same time body relaxation and
grounding; that brings calm and focusses the energy in the Dan Tian, the area that is considered
in TCM and Tai Chi Chuan (Taijiquan) the basin of energy (qi in Chinese, ki in Japanese, ci in
Korean).
Taoism is one of the main pillars of Tai Chi Chuan, that is not a mere healthy activity, as many
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erroneously believe in the Western world, but it is an extraordinary and effective martial art,
while being at the same time a form of meditation in movement and a healthy practice for the
body. This is very well explained by professor Gu Mei Sheng** in the introduction of his book The
way of the breath***.
“In this final stage of the Twentieth Century, when we tend to synthesise all spiritual and
ancestral traditions, this book is first of all a living witnessing of Taoism and its practice through
Taiji quan.
Taoism, often poorly known if not by true specialists, is one of the constituting elements of the
Chinese soul; presenting it to the public is not a trivial task, and it is in fact almost paradoxical,
because “as we speak about the dao, we are altering its meaning…”. Besides, Eastern thought does
not proceed by means of demonstrations, and it is not oriented towards a final, definitive
meaning; it proceeds by means of a circular succession of trials, in such a way that the
understanding arises from coming back right to the centre of the question. That is the reason
why the inner path of Taoism cannot
easily be transmitted by means of logical
explanations, or bookish knowledge. The
practice of Taiji quan lets us perceive the
traces of this path, exactly because it does
not answer any intellectual question. It is
a practice that, day after day, writes on the
immaculate page of our moving body the
silence of the gesture and of the breath,
as it is created. That is why I have been
talking about Taoism through my
experience of Taiji quan: because it is at
the same time a dynamic practice of the
ancient Taoists, and a martial art that has
enjoyed great fame for three centuries.
The image of this subtle art is strongly
distorted in the mind of most people, who
consider it as a slow and gentle
movement, a soft fitness exercise with at
most a certain healing effect; this
vulgarized taiji quan […] loses its
philosophical, aesthetic and martial value
entirely”

* Zhuang-zi (Chuang Tzu), by Liou kia-hway, trad. it. by Carlo Laurenti and Christine Leverd, Adelphi, Milano 1982, p. 58
Adelphi.
** Gu Mei Sheng (1924-2003) taught French at the Medicine Faculty of Shanghai, and kept several seminars on Chinese
thought on Paris.
*** La via del respiro. Pensiero cinese e Taiji Quan, trad. it. By Marta Luteriani, Luni, Milano 2014.
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Eighth: harmonizing the
inside and the outside
By Alberta Tomassini
Iconographic research: Elisa Brasili

Central clock
External factor

(Melatonin, Cortysol,
body temperature)

Internal factor
Ormons, Synaptics
projection

Exposure to light
Nutrition
Sleep wake cycle

Physical activity

Peripheral clock
Physiological response
Physical activity is a powerful modulator of muscle metabolism and numerous studies show that
exercise is able to modify the circadian rhythms of muscle. However, the question of “when” is better
for your health to exercise remains open.
“How, where, when and why”, my mother told me in primary school. Answer these questions
and you will see that the subject comes up.
And in our case?
“How”, our teachers try to teach us with extreme patience even when they insist on the 10
Essentials.
“Where”, I would say everywhere: in the gym, in the park, in the hallway of the house, on the
communal terrace.
“Why”: each of us has different motivations - but, basically, because we feel better (and maybe
we even are better!).
But “When”? Better in the morning or in the evening?
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Circadian rhythms
The circadian rhythms are biological cycles of about 24 hours that predispose the organism
to daily environmental variations. Practically all living organisms, from unicellular bacteria to
plants and animals, show biochemical, physiological and behavioral rhythms called circadian
rhythms, whose programs are regulated both centrally (cerebral hypothalamus) and
peripherally in most cells of the body. Studies in plants, fungi and bacteria suggest that
respecting circadian rhythms is an evolutionary advantage, promoting effective energy intake
and storage at the appropriate time during the day.
The circadian clock has evolved over hundreds of millions of years to regulate metabolism,
temporally separating metabolic processes, such as anabolism and catabolism, and thus
optimizing metabolic efficiency.
The most obvious circadian time signal (zeitgeber: synchronizer, regulator) in all species is
that of light, but more recently it has been shown that other regulators - such as temperature,
sleep, timing of food intake and time of exercise - can influence biochemical rhythms. In this
way the circadian temporal system aligns biological processes such as nutrition, capacity of
attention and metabolic expenditure with the Earth’s solar day.
Various physiological activities, ranging from immune response, sleep/wake cycles, hormone
production and secretion, are regulated and modulated approximately every day, so much so
that we speak of individual “chronotype” in relation to time. Beyond genetic and
environmental factors, the chronotype also depends on age. It is usually “early riser” in
childhood, then it moves during development, to gradually return to being “early riser” with
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ageing. Needless to say, women mature an adult chronotype before men. Since the different
chronotypes are characterized by different interrelationships between endogenous rhythms
and environmental inputs, a correlation between metabolic diseases and chronotypes has
recently been observed, where the “evening” ones are associated with diabetes and metabolic
syndrome.
In fact, metabolic coordination and communication between the various “clocks” is essential for
a healthy energy balance with circadian rhythms that influence biochemical functions and
metabolites produced that, in turn, influence cellular rhythmicity.
It is not surprising, therefore, the link between metabolic diseases related to misalignment and
de-synchronization of circadian rhythms. For example, alteration of rhythms causes obesity and
insulin resistance in many animal models - as observed in humans in relation to night shifts,
insomnia, exposure to bright lights at night and night meals - while, on the contrary, obesity and
diabetes have the ability to alter circadian rhythms.
The immune system, and thus the ability to defend against pathogens, is also linked to circadian
variations. As early as 1969, rats infected with pneumococcal pneumonia early in the morning
survived longer than animals infected at any other time of the day. These early results were then
confirmed in various multicellular models, including plants.
To complicate the situation we must not
forget our intestinal bacteria symbiont!
Although the intestinal flora is obviously
not exposed to light, our “diurnal” signals
induce oscillations in both the
abundance and functionality of intestinal
bacteria.
Specific
groups
and,
consequently, their products show
variations during 24-hour cycles. A
bidirectional relationship is thus
established where, when one system is
altered, the other inevitably suffers. For
example, mice in which circadian genes
have been silenced have altered
intestinal flora, while mice with altered
flora (antibiotics) have altered circadian
rhythms.
In the last ten years, the “food time” has
been recognized to prevent metabolic
diseases. In addition to what we eat, the
“when” we eat is a powerful metabolic modifier, and in fact several metabolic pathways are
directly controlled by the circadian clock through genetic and epigenetic control of enzymes.
Thus the daily timing of food intake, physical activity, sleep and even pharmacological treatments
could induce changes in metabolic and physiological response, thus influencing the occurrence
or evolution of disease. Consequently, using physical activity to maintain a correct circadian
rhythm could be effective in preventing obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease.
The critical point is: can the molecular clock, when misaligned, be reset by environmental and
behavioral stimuli?
Circadian rhythms and exercise
The skeletal muscle is the most abundant tissue (about 40% of the body mass) of our body
which, in addition to producing strength and allowing locomotion, also represents the main
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reserve of amino acids in the absence of an
adequate nutritional intake. Therefore, muscle
function is crucial for health, while its
deterioration can lead to the development of
serious diseases.
As far as exercise is concerned, its metabolic
benefits are now widely demonstrated, as well as
its importance in the prevention and treatment
of people with metabolic diseases. Physical
activity is a powerful modulator of muscle
metabolism and numerous studies show that
exercise is able to modify the circadian rhythms
of the muscle.
However, the question of “when” is better, for
your health, to do exercise remains open.
Experiments on mice have been shown to have a
stronger effect on metabolism if exercise is done
in the morning rather than in the evening, with
increased use of carbohydrates and ketone
bodies associated with fat degradation.
Muscle strength and power are greater in the late
afternoon than in the morning, while several
parameters of athletic performance (reaction
time, joint flexibility, sprint capacity) show
significant circadian variations linked to the time
of day, and many records are broken by athletes competing in the early evening. Mitochondrial
function also shows a circadian rhythm with maximum oxidative metabolism in the late
afternoon.
The alteration of circadian rhythms affects athletic performance. It has been noted, for example,
that an athlete who moves east to compete will have more negative effects on sprint
performance than an opponent who travels west.
In conclusion, since exercise can reset circadian genes in skeletal muscle as well as other tissues,
it is logical to assume that physical activity, appropriate over time and intensity, can help resynchronize our daytime clock by improving the metabolic consequences of misaligned circadian
rhythms.
Conversely, there may also be negative effects of “untimely” exercise. For example, you may
wonder whether intense exercise is healthy when done at a different time than you are used to.
In conclusion, better in the morning or in the evening?
Here is my humble recipe: just enough, twice a day, before or after meals at will.
The important thing is to harmonize the inside with the outside!
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Warriors from the Rising Sun
By Roberto Seghetti

The Eastern Art Museum in Turin is celebrating the legendary onna-bugeisha, from Tomoe Gozen to
Nakano Takeko, as an example of all women that over different countries, across many centuries, have
fought against prejudices, obstacles, and social constrictions.
“My name is Nakano Takeko. I will tell you the story of my life, and of many women who, in Japan
as in all other regions of the world, have demonstrated their own value, but nevertheless have
had their story erased”. The organisers of the awe some exhibition “Warriors from the Rising
Sun”, hosted by the Eastern Art Museum in Turin, and organised by the Association Yoshin Ryu,
have entrusted the virtual voice of Nakano Takeko, legendary onna-bugeisha, died in battle in
1868, the role of mentor and guide to illustrate in a video the reasons, stages and documents
present in this exhibition that closed on March 1st 2020. An exhibition rich with paintings on a
vertical scroll, weapons most used by women, prints of famous artists, tools, musical instruments
of past centuries, and even a female armor of Myochin school: all items belonging to the
collections of the MAO, to the museum Stibbert of Florence and to private collections.
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The story of this heroine, whose head is buried in the family temple in the prefecture of
Fukushima, is still celebrated today by the girls in Japan on a special holiday this is one of the
rare exceptions in a military history such as the Japanese one, which usually honors and
remembers men, the samurai.
Born in Edo, Nakano Takeko was the eldest daughter of Nakano Heinai, samurai and official
of Aizu, and Nakano Kōko, daughter of Oinuma Kinai, samurai in the service of Toda of the
Ashikaga domain. From 1853 to 1863, as many young women of her social rank, young
Nakano received a complete and formal education in martial arts, literature (Chinese
Confucian Classics), calligraphy, and she got adopted by her master, Akaoka Daisuke, a
renowned teacher: she herself became a teacher of naginata, the long spear ending with a
curved blade, a feminine weapon of maximum degree.
Her fame dates back to the civil war (Boshin) between the loyal supporters of the bicentennial
shogunate Togugawa, and the supporters of the restoration of Emperor Meiji. The outcome
of the conflict was favourable to the latter, allowing him to bring the Japanese Empire to the
wealth and development it had reached at the end of the XIX century.
During the conflict, Nakano Takeko worked in defense of the shōgun Togukawa Noshinobu
and took part in the battle of Aizu, where she distinguished herself fighting with a cold
weapon, brandishing a naginata. During the clash against the overwhelming imperial forces,
she was the head of an ad hoc body of female warriors. It was Furuya Sakuzaemon,
commander of the troops of Aizu, to designate her as the chief of the samurai-women the day
before her death.
During the defence in Fukushima, at the Yanagi bridge in the area of Nishibata at dawn,
Nakano Takeko, forerunner of the last samurai of the famous film, threw a charge at the cold
weapon against the firearms of the huge
troops of the Japanese imperial army of the
domain of Ōgaki.
As soon as the opponents realized, with
surprise, that they were female soldiers, an
order was given to hold the fire back so as
not to kill them. This hesitation allowed the
female warriors to get close enough to their
opponents and attack them to the cold
weapon: many of them got killed, before the
fire started again. The enemy was impressed
by the lethal fury of the women of Aizu.
Nakano Takeko alone killed five or six of
them with the naginata before succumbing,
shot to death in the chest by a rifle shot. In
her final moments, rather than letting the
enemy cut off her head to use it as a war
trophy, she asked her sister Yūko, also a
warrior, to behead her and give her
honourable burial.
After the battle, detached from her body, the
head of Nakano Takeko was transferred by
her sister to the nearby Hōkai temple of her
family, and buried with honor by the priest
under a pine tree. Her weapon was donated
to the temple.
The story of Nakano Takeko though, is an
exception only from the point of view of
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fame. In Japan, since the Middle Ages, not only there were women warriors – some of which
celebrated in famous epic poems, such as Tomoe Gozen, a concubine and warrior, considered
invincible beside general Minamoto no Yoshinaka, of whom she was in service, who died in battle in
1247 - but there were samurai women in every age, until the second half of the nineteenth century.
Many young samurai wives and mothers, left alone to guard houses and castles, were in fact raised
in the study of martial arts, calligraphy and other literary arts, to defend their possessions, their
children and themselves. In addition to the naginata, useful to keep at a safe distance men who
otherwise could have exploited their greater physical power, typical weapons of the female world
were the short sword and the classic chain connected to a small final sickle. A reality forgotten and
suffocated over time, so that only a part of the secondary scene was left to the woman, and
deliberately restricted in private.
With its photographs, paintings, printings, the exhibition was an occasion to encounter these brave
women with our own eyes. In the intentions of the organisers, these warriors represent a chance to
remember the female courage across all eras, and across the whole world, not only on the battlefield
and in martial arts, as the legendary Ng Muy, founder of Chinese Wing Chun (yong chun), but also in
life, art, theatre, science, in the daily battle to overcome prejudices and obstacles.
Heroines in battle as well as in their lives, as many manga characters (Japanese comics), or as many
special women in western comics and movies of the modern age, to whom are dedicated the last
rooms of the exhibition at the Turin MAO: from Wonder Woman to Lady Oscar, from Sailor Moon to
Princess Leia of Star Wars. To carry on with the portraits made by young artists, of many women who
in different fields and in different eras, have fought against prejudices, obstacles, and social
constraints.
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The Tai Chi Chuan form,
a metaphor.
music, the alphabeth of God.
By Paola Corsaro (Tai Chi Chuan practitioner), Rosario Ruggiero (musician)

"In the beginning was the Word”. Thus begins the Holy Books of many religions, even really old
ones, such as Christianity, Judaism, the Vedas. God's breath, his vibration and the resulting
energy are manifested in every small part of his Creation.
The primordial sound of the Universe can be heard by special equipments; sound, vibra-tion ,
energy are still the first element for science and philosophy.
We're made of Music. This is the conclusion of authoritative studies* that confirms the
Pytagorian theories, the discoveries of Max Plank and Albert Einstein: "Cells as communication,
sound, transformation. Cells, elementary and fundamental forms of life, unfold, interact,
regenerate, communicate through vibrations, they perceive and emit sound [ ...] for this reason
we have focused our research on the possibility that sound energy can govern cell
differentiation. Here our research on the relationship between music and cellular dynamics
originates" claims Carlo Ventura, who has become a staunch supporter of that intrinsic unity of
arts and sciences because art – and in particular Music – communicates with our biology
dynamics.
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So what's sound? A transit of energy.
Imagine a rope tight between two people, each clutching an end in their hand. If one of the two
people will shake the arm holding their end of the rope, you will see waves propagating just
along the rope. These are the energy of the moving arm passing through the rope to the hand
of the other person, who will sussult.
The rope don't move. It stays between the two people. It is just the energy of the arm that passes
along it.
Thus, in a pond, throwing a
stone will generate concentric
waves on the water. The water
will
remain
essentially
stationary – in fact, if a cork
should float over it, it would
shake with the passaging
waves but it would remain in
place, precisely because the
water on which it rests remains
in its place, motionless, leaving
only the waves spreading
through. Similarly, in the air,
any movement generates
invisible waves of energy that
will reach our ears. If they are
frequent enough, we will
perceive them as sound, if they
are too frequent or too
infrequent, they will arrive
"unheard".
The more frequent the waves
are, the more high-pitched the
Photo by Jimmy Chang
sound is perceived. The wider
the waves are, the louder the
sound is. The peculiar shape of the waves will characte-rize the timbre of the perceived sound.
Inside our ear the transformation into sound, with all its components of timbre, dynamics and
pitch, is possible because some parts will shake when the waves arrive. This form of energy
communication also takes place between the cells of our organism.
Cells release acoustic waves, which change in relation to the tasks they perform. As a result,
sound energy can govern cellular differentiation.
The theory involves an important corollary: the functionality and behavior of cells, therefore
therapies against diseases, are addressable not only with chemistry, because their evolution is
influenced by physical energy. Professor Ventura's team demonstrated how exposure to
radioelectric fields can transform mouse embryonic stem cells and adult human stem cells into
heart, nerve, vascular and muscle cells, with the possibility of 'reprogramming' adult non-stem
cells, an important factor in self-healing processes.
At the psychic level, music already affect the mind, generating endorphins, to calm down, to
change breathing as well as the perception of life. Music therapy uses these virtues of the world
of sounds, and lullaby, as a primitive form of music therapy, is part of everyone's experience.
We are made of Music, of vibrations and of energy like the whole Universe, we are energy: this
is the only Truth. And the only way to Cure.
That is why it happens to be enchanted by listening to Music, to move to another "multi-verse",
to love the musicians who most made us feel as returning "to the Origins", like when we close
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the practice of the form of Tai Chi Chuan.
There is a very simple way to test this power of music. Just go to a concert and, when it starts,
look at the clock to check the time. At the end of the concert, you estimate the time that has
passed and then check the clock again. The estimated time may be the same as the time actually
spent, sometimes it can be even less. But when the passing time seems a moment and the one
measured by the clock is much greater, then all the moments spent and not perceived will have
been nothing more than the epiphany of the maximum magic of music, that freed us from of the
slavery of time, in an enchanted space, where matter has no existence and the soul rejoices in
contemplation.
After all, what is the most intense way to live our lives than to spend our time without the
slightest perception of its flowing?
We open the practice of Form with the emission of a breath, with energy and vibration; we close
it with the same breath, in a circle that represents the cycle of life, from which we too often drift
apart.
The form as a metaphor. Music as a healing tool.
No news, therefore, in the panorama of Knowledge.
The only thing new is that we are becoming aware of it.

Photo by Larisa Birta

*Research by Professor Carlo Ventura, Ordinary of Molecular Biology at the School of Medicine of the University of
Bologna, of the National Laboratory of Molecular Biology and Bioengineering of Stem Cells of the National Institute
of Biostructures and Biosystems (INBB), Eldor Lab, and GUNA ATTRE (Advanced Therapies and Tissue REgeneration),
both at the "Innovation Accelerators" of the CNR in Bologna.
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